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Sunnylife head mount for sports cameras (TD672-GY)
The Sunnylife  head mount  model  TD672-GY is  an  essential  gadget  for  sports  and outdoor  activity  enthusiasts  who want  to  document
their experiences while keeping their hands free. Lightweight, durable and comfortable, it is ideal for anyone who wants to capture their
adventures from a first-person perspective.
 
Design and materials
Designed  with  convenience  and  functionality  in  mind,  the  TD672-GY  mount  weighs  only  96  grams  and  is  made  of  a  flexible  band
combined with sturdy plastic. This makes it both durable and comfortable even with prolonged use. The elasticity of the material ensures
a perfect fit to the shape of the head.
 
Versatility and adjustability
The mount is compatible with most sports cameras, making it a versatile tool for a variety of activities. It can be used in many scenarios -
from blogging, cycling and skateboarding to running or kayaking. The 360° adjustable swivel base allows for precise camera positioning
to guarantee shots from the optimal angle.
 
Comfort and personalization
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The head strap is easy to adjust, and can be fastened vertically and horizontally with two buckles, allowing a perfect fit for different head
sizes and shapes. The soft, flexible headband guarantees wearing comfort, and the ability to easily detach it makes it easy to clean and
replace.
 
Application and functionality
With the ability  to support  horizontal  and vertical  shooting,  the TD672-GY mount provides a flexible solution that adapts to the user's
needs for the best POV shots. Such features make this mount an ideal choice for those who want to document their experiences from a
dynamic perspective while maintaining full freedom of movement.
 
 
ManufacturerSunnylifeModelTD672-GYMaterialElastic  band  +  plasticWeight96  gCompatibilitysports  camerasLengthmin.  45  ×  22  cm;
max. 35 × 61 cm

Preço:

€ 16.49

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Other
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